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1. INTRODUCTION AKD STATEMENT OF MAIN TFIEOREM 
In this paper we determine all groups of order a power of two which can 
occur as Sylow 2-subgroups of soluble groups with a single conjugacy class 
of involutions. This work follows as an extension of a paper of Professor 
Graham Higman [6] classifying all 2-groups which admit a cyclic group of 
automorphisms permuting the involutions transitively. Our methods will 
follow his closely, indeed it is intended that this paper should be read in 
conjunction with [6]. Accordingly, wherever possible, results and methods 
are copied directly from [6], Result X of [6] being referred to as Result H.X. 
A 2-group with only one involution is well known to be either cyclic or 
generalised quatemion [5; Theorem 54.101, and clearly satisfies the property 
under discussion. An Abelian 2-group satisfies it if and only if it is homo- 
cyclic (Section 2 and L.l). It is convenient to exclude these cases from the 
beginning. We define an S.I. group to be a non-Abelian 2-group with more 
than one involution which occurs as the Sylow 2-subgroup of a soluble group 
with a single class of involutions. Defining a Suzuki 2-group as in [6], we 
prove 
THEOREM. If S is an S.I.group then S is isomorphic to a Suzuki 2-group. 
We note that if S is a Suzuki 2-group, then Higman has shown that S 
admits a cyclic group of automorphisms A, of odd order, permuting the 
involutions of S transitively. If G is the split extension of S by A, then G is 
a soluble group with a single class of involutions and Sylow 2-subgroup S, 
thus S is an S.I.group. 
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2. INITIAL REDUCTIONS, AND A LITTLE NOTATIOK 
Let G be a soluble group with a single class of involutions, and let S be a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. We assume further that S contains more than one 
involution. Then G has 24ength 1 by a result of Professor J. Thompson 
[9; L.5.401. By replacing G by G/O,,(G) we may assume that S is a normal 
subgroup of G. As G is soluble it possesses an S&subgroup I1, and G = SN 
so N induces a group of automorphisms of S permuting the involutions of S 
transitively. Using [2], we see that S.I.groups are characterised as those non- 
Abelian 2-groups with more than one involution admitting a group of auto- 
morphisms of odd order permuting the involutions transitively. 
In the following we let S be an S.I.group and A be a group of auto- 
morphisms of S of odd order permuting the involutions of S transitively. 
Since the centre of S is characteristic, the involutions of S all lie in the centre 
of S. Thus Q,(S) is an elementary Abelian characteristic subgroup of S of 
order q = 2”, n > 1. By Theorem 19.9 of [7], we can identify Q,(S) with 
the additive group of F, , the field of q elements, in such a way that 
2 :== A/C,(Qn,S) is identified with a subgroup of T(q), where T(q) is the group 
of automorphisms of FQ+ of the form 
h PI : x + czx~, a E F,, , ye E Gal(F,/FJ. 
Then if T,,(q) is the subgroup of automorphisms of the form (Q, l), we have 
T, <1 T, and T, , T/To are cyclic. Thus An To 42, and An T,,, -. - 
A/A n To are cyclic. Also 
-- 
IAnT,,/ =kIq--l,IA/AnT,I -din, 
and since A is a transitive permutation group on Qn,(S) \ {l}, 
q - 1 ; 1 A 1 = kd. 
Let 6 be an element of A such that (tC,(Q,S)) = 2 n To . Thus 
o(t In,s) = K, and there is a primitive K-th root of unity h in F,, , such that 
x.$ = hx for all x E F, = Q,S. f, which is a linear transformation of Qn,S 
regarded as a vector space over F2, acts irreducibly on Q,S, for if not, then 
the orbit of 1 in Fp under the action of 6 must span a proper subspace of F,+, 
and so h must lie in a proper subfield of F, , and therefore h < 2nf2 - 1. But 
(2” - l/n) < (M/n) < K, so 2n/2 < n, hence n < 4. But 2 does not divide K, 
sok=land2n-l~~n,whichisimpossibleasn>1. 
We note that whereas Higman had an automorphism f of S acting 
transitively on D,S\ {l}, we have the weaker hypothesis that .$ acts almost 
transitively on QIS\ {I}, that is, with orbits of length K where K j 2” - 1, 
and (2” - I)! nk. We show that Higman’s methods still apply with this weaker 
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hypothesis on 5. We note further that the irreducible action of 5 on Q,S is 
fundamental to the whole paper and is often used implicity in the following 
without further explanation. 
3. THREE LEM~LG OF HICMAN 
In this section we give a slight modification of three lemmas from [6], 
Lemmas H.l, 2, and 3. 
LEMMA 1. If B is an Abelian &subgroup of S, then B is homocyclic and the 
only &subgroups of B are e(B), i = 0, I,..., e, where B has exponent 2”. 
Proof. As all elements of Q,(B) are involutions, ,Q,,B c Q,S. Since !ZIB 
is a characteristic subgroup of B, it is a &subgroup of B, and so of B,S. 
Since 5 acts irreducibly on J&S, ,QIS = QIB if B is nontrivial, and 5 acts 
irreducibly on Q,B. Then B is the direct product of n cyclic 2-groups of 
order 2’1, 2~,..., 2’n. Let Y be the greatest such yi , then u+l(B) is a nontrivial 
&subgroup of Q,B, so equals SZ,B. It follows that Y = ri for all i, and hence 
B is homocyclic. The remainder follows trivially. 
LEMMA 2. If B is a nontrivial, Abelian, &subgroup of S, then for no 
element u of S not in B is both u2 E W(B) and [II, B] c V(B). 
LEMMA 3. Let B be a normal, Abelian, &subgroup of S, and C a normal 
&subgroup of S covering B. If Q(C) = @P(B), then B has exponent at most 4. 
The proofs in [6] are easily seen to be sufficient under our weaker 
hypothesis, namely that we are considering &subgroups rather than A- 
subgroups. The only modification necessary is to note that in the proof of 
Lemma H.3, having proved that the transformations q(u) for u in C have a 
common eigenvector, we deduce that as A permutes the vectors of B/v’(B) 
transitively, that every vector in B/W(B) is an eigenvector for all q(u). 
However, as in Lemma 3 B/U’(B) is an irreducible &space by Lemma 1, 
and .$ permutes the transformations q(u), their common eigenspace is a 
&space, and every vector is an eigenvector for all q(u) as required. 
4. SOME SIMPLE NUMBER THEORY 
In this section we prove several number theoretical results which we shall 
need in Sections 5 and 6. 
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LEMMA 4. If k, n, and d are positize integers such that 
(a)k12”--1, (b) d I n, (c)2”-likd and n>l, 
then (1) There does not exist an integer i with 0 < i < n, such that 
2i = 1 (k) 
(2) There do not exist integers i and j with 0 < i < j < n, such that 
2i + 2j c 1 (k) 
(3) There do not exist integers i, j, 1 mith 0 < i < j < 1 < n such that 
2i + 2’ + 2r = 1 (k), 
unless 
n=6,k=21,i,j,1=1,2,4. 
(4) There do not exist integers i, j, 1, a, b, T with 0 < i < j < 1 < n, and 
0 < a, b, Y < n such that 
and 
2i f 2 + 21 z 1 -;- 2’ (k) (4.1) 
2nW + ‘p(j) E 271 + 2’) (k) 
'p(j) f. ‘p(I) c 2b(1 + 27) (k) (4.2) 
where r is a permutation of {i, j, 1). 
Proof. Suppose 2i E 1 (k) for some i such that 0 < i < n, and let j be 
the least such i. Then j 1 n, for, if not, n = sj + r where 0 < r < j. Since 
k divides 2” - 1 and 2j - 1, k also divides 
(p - 1) - p(2j _ I)(1 +. 2j + .-. + 2(s-1’5); 
that is k divides 2’ - 1, contradicting the minimality of j. 
Thus k < 2n/2, and a contradiction follows as in Section 2. 
We next consider (2), (3), and (4) simultaneously, making the cases disjoint 
by the following simplifiations. 
In(2)wemayassumethatO<i<j<naskisodd. 
In (3) we may assume that 0 < i < j < 1 < n since otherwise the equation 
is 2j(l -+ 29 = 0 (k), that is k 1 1 + 2’-9. Let j be the least i such that 
k 1 1 + 2i, where 0 < i < n. Then j 1 n, for if not n = sj + Y, 0 < r < j, 
and so k divides 
(2~2 _ 1) _ p(25 + 1)(2(s-lM - 2(8-W + . . . &I) = -1 f 27. 
481/x6/1-2 
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But K divides 2r - 1 is impossible by (l), while k divides 2’ + 1 contradicts 
the minimality of j. 
Hence K < 2n/2 + 1, but 2” - 1 < nk, so n < 8. However, this result 
isclearlyuntrueifk=2n-l,soasK~2n-land2n-link,weneed 
only consider n for which HCI;(n, 2” - I) > 1, that is only n = 6, k = 21 
where it clearly fails. 
In (4) we may assume that 0 < i <j < 1 < 11 as otherwise Eq. (4.1) 
reduces to case (2), similarly we may assume that Y is not zero as Eq. (4.1) 
then reduces to case (3), and the unique solution to (3) is easily seen to fail 
to satisfy Eq. (4.2). 
Firstly we consider case (2). 2i + 2i = 1 (K) implies 1 + 2j-’ = 2n-i (k) and 
2n+i-j+l ~2n-~(k),andO<i<j<nimpliesO<j-i<~-i<~ 
and O<n-j<n+i-j<n. Now j+(n-i)+(n+i-j)=2n, 
so iff is the smallest of j, n - i, and n + i - j, then 3f < 2n. If we consider 
the congruence above involving 2’ we see that the side of the congruence 
involving 2f is larger than the other side as the latter is at most 2f-l + 2fb2. 
Therefore k plus the smaller side, which is itself at least 1, is less than or 
equal to the larger side which is at most 2.2f. That is K + 1 < 2.2’ < 2.22n/3. 
But k 3 (2” - 1)/n, so 2n’3 < 2n. 
We shall use this argument several times in the following without further 
explanation, it will be referred to as the counting argument. Applying the 
argument to cases (3) and (4) we see that for there to be any solutions to the 
congruence in (3) n must satisfy 2 n14 < 3n, and for there to be any solutions 
to congruence (4.1) rz must satisfy 2”15 < 3n. 
Thus in all cases we need only consider n such that 2n/5 < 3~2, that is, 
n < 34. However, it is easily seen that there are no solutions if K = 2” - 1, 








We show that the congruences in cases (2) and (3) fail to be satisfied for 
each of the above n, except in the single exceptional case noted, while in case 
(4), (4.1) fails to have any solutions except when n = 6, and then (4.1) and 
(4.2) can never be satisfied simultaneously. 
The method we employ is: Suppose 2” - 1 = xk, then the two sides of 
the congruence (4.1) or of the congruences in casts (2) or (3) must differ by 
k, 2k, 3k ,..., or (x - 1) k. We write these numbers out as binary expansions 
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and note that k + 1, 2k + l,..., (X - 1) k + 1 are never expansions having 
either two or three nonzero entries except in the special case noted, proving 
(2) and (3). In case (4) we observe that neither adding a number of the form 
1 + 2’ to a multiple of k yields a number of the form 2i + 2j + 2z, that is 
with three nonzero entries, and only three, nor vice versa, except when 
II = 6 and k = 21. We show that (4.2) fails to be satisfied by the possible 
solutions to (4.1) in this case. 
n = 30, k = 
230 - 1 
3 
n=24, k= 2M;1 
n=21, k= 2”;1 
n = 20, k = 22o ; ’ 
n = 18, k = 21*; ’ 
k = 10101010101010101010101010101 
2k = 101010101010101010101010101010 
k = 10101010101010101010101 
2k = 101010101010101010101010 
k=lOOlOOlOOlOOlOOlO-Ol 
2k = 10010010010010010010 
3k = 11011011011011011011 
4k = 100100100100100100100 
5k = 101101101101101101101 
6k = 110110110110110110110 
k = 110011001100110011 
2k = 1100110011001100110 
3k = 10011001100110011001 
4k -= 11001100110011001100 
k L- 111000111000111 
2k .= 1110001110001110 
3k = 10101010101010101 
4k = 11100011100011100 
5k = 100011100011100011 
6k = 101010101010101010 
7k = 110001110001110001 
8k = 111000111000111000 
This also eliminates n = 18, k = (218 - 1)/3, of course. 
n = 12, k = 2123- ’ k = 10101010101 
2k = 101010101010 
n = 6, k = 21 k = 10101 
2k = 101010 
In case (4), (4.1) has two solutions in this last case. 
(1)~=2,i=l,j=3,1=4.Then2~+2~,2~+2~,and2j+2rare 
10, 18, and 3 (21), while 2”(1 + 2’), 0 < a < n, is 5, 10, 20, 19, 17, 13 (21) 
so (4.2) fails to be satisfied. 
(II) Y = 4, i = 1, j = 2, 1 = 5. Then 2i + 2j, 2” + 2”, and 2i + 2z are 
10, 13, and 19 (21), while2”(1 + 2’), 0 < a < 6, is 1,2,4, 8, 16, and 11 (21), 
so (4.2) again fails to hold, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5. If k, n and d satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4, and 
2” + 2~ = 2” + 2v (k), where 0 < x, y, u, v < n, 
then {x, y} = {u, v} except when n = 6, in that case 1 x - y 1 equals either 
~u-v~oo7n-~z4-v~. 
Proof. The proof for n f 6 is very similar to that of L.4. so we only 
sketch it in outline. 
As k is odd we may divide through the above congruence by 2e, where 
e is the least of x, y, II, and v, to obtain 1 + 2’ = 29 + 2h (k), 0 ,< f, g, 
h < n, and we prove that if n # 6, then g = 0 and h = f. 
Iff -: g, then I -= 2h (k), so h = 0 by L.4. Similarly, f = h impliesg = 0, 
and vice versa. If g = h, then 1 f 21 = 29+r (k), so 2n-9-1 $ 2n-g-1+f -z 1 
(k),andhencebyL.4.n-g-l =n-g-l+f=n-l,sof=g= 
h = 0. Thus the lemma is proved in these cases, and we may assume in the 
remainder of this proof that f, g, and h are distinct and nonzero. We prove 
that no such solutions exist when rr f 6. By the counting argument, if any 
solutions exist for n, then n satisfies 2 nJ4 < 2n, so n < 24. As the lemma 
clearly holds if k ;L= 2n - 1 we need only consider n = 12, 18, 20,21 and see 
from the binary expansions that in these cases no such f, g, h exist. The case 
n -= 6 is easily checked and the lemma is proved. 
5. STRUCTURE THEOEMS 
Tmomn~ 1. Let X be an Abelian, normal &subgroup of S, and C/X a 
chief &factor of S. Then if [C, C] = X, X has exponent at most 2. 
Proof. As C/X is a chief e-factor, Ui(C) C X, so C/C has exponent 2. 
By a well known argument, all lower central factors of C have exponent 2. 
Let the lower central series of C be C = C, , C, ,... . 
Then Cs < X, and Cs is a &subgroup of X. By L. l., C’s -= VX for some i. 
But C, = X and C.JCs has exponent 2, so C, = PX. Similarly Ci = 7J-“(X), 
i > 2. 
We assume X has exponent greater than 2, then C,/Cs = X/Xa and 
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C,/C, = X2/X*, but X/X2 is &isomorphic to X2/X4 under the square 
mapping so C,jC, is &isomorphic to Ca/C, . We show that this leads to a 
contradiction, thus proving the theorem. 
Let Li = Ci/Ci+iCi2, then each Li is naturally a vector space over F2 
transformed irreducibly by 5, and L = @Li is the associated Lie algebra of C 
as defined in Section 5.6 of [5l. 
Let h be an eigenvalue of 5 IL, . Then L, is isomorphic to the additive group 
of F,(h), which is a field of 2” elements, as the minimal polynomial of E IL, 
must be of degree m and irreducible over F, since 5 acts irreducibly on L, , 
where L, has dimension m over F2. The eigenvalues of 4 on L, are the 
algebraic conjugates hi = ha’, (z’ = 0, 1, 2,..., m - I), under the Galois 
group of F,/F, . 
If we consider the vector space L, @ K, where K = Fp, obtained by 
extending the base field of L, to K, there exists a basis of eigenvectors Ui 
(i = 0, l,..., m - 1) such that ui4 = A2’ ui , and we may suppose the Ui are 
conjugate over F, , so that the elements of L, arc the elements xi or2”ui , for 
OL E K. Following Higman, [6, p. 841, we describe this as choosing a basis 
adapted to f. We note that the set of all i-tuples [u,~ , u,* ,..., u,<] span 
L, @ K. 
First 012,(t) = OL,(~) = OL,(O f or if y is a power of 6 inducing the 
identity transformation on L, and L, , then for x EL, , y EL, 
[XT rl = Lx, rl Y = bv, WI = [x?y, Yl 
that is 
so [x( 1 - Y), Yl .== 0, 
M - r>,L21 = 0. 
But L,( 1 - r) is a &subspace of L, , and not the whole of L, as if it were 
L, =[L,,LJ =o, contrary to assumption. Hence L,(l - y) = 0, so 
y IL, = 1. 
Thus we have 1 L, 1 = i L, I, so m := n, and o,$.$ = oL2(f) = k, and X is 
a primitive k-th root of unity. 
As L, @ K is spanned by the [ui , ~$1 and [ui , zdj] [ = h”‘-2’[~i , Uj], the 
eigenvalues of E on L, are amongst h21+2’, 0 < i < j < n, and as L2 is 
irreducible under 5 they form a single conjugacy class under Gal(KIF,), SO 
they are of the form X a’(i+2’), 0 < i < n, for some fixed T. Similarly, L, @ K 
is spanned by the [ui , uj , ur] and the eigenvalues of .$ on L, are among 
h2’+2j+2L, 0 < i < j < 1 < n. 
Also the Jacobi identity on L K gives 
["i 9 uj, uZJ + ["j 9 ul 7 ui] + ["l Y ui 7 %I = O* 
Thus if one of these three terms is nonzero, another must be too. It follows 
that if [ui , uj , ul] + 0, then [ui , uj] f 0 and either [uj, Us] # 0 or 
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1 , ui] # 0. As L, , L3 are &isomorphic the eigenvalues of 5 on L, and on 
L, are identical, and since L, f 0 by assumption, there exist i, j, I such that 
h2’+2”+21 _ j41+2’, so 2’ t + 2’ + 21 - 1 + 2r (K), and by the above we must 
have 2”“’ + 2”(j) = 2’71 + 2’) (k), and 2ff(i) + 2*(r) = 2b(1 -+ 2’) (k) where 
m is a permutation of {i, j, I}. By L.4 there are no suitable i, j, I with i, j, I 
distinct. Thus i, j, I distinct implies [u’ , U’ , uc] = 0. 
There remain products of the form [u’ , uj , u’]. The eigenvalue X2’.b2’ 
arises from two such products, [ui , U’-r , u’-J and [z+ , uipl , ~i-;l. We show 
these cannot both be nonzero for if so [u’ , U’-J and [U’ , uidl] are also both 
nonzero. Hence the numbers X2i+2’, h2i+2’-1 and X2’-@-’ are all eigenvalues of 
8 on L2, and so of the form h2’(1+2’) and we see that this implies by L.5, 
assuming, without loss of generality, that j > i, that j - i, j - i - 1, and 
j - i + 1 are each either T or 71 - r, which is impossible. 
We note next that the map from L, into L, induced by squaring is 
(c a2’ui)(2) = c &+qui , Uj]. 
id 
This beautiful result is due to Higman, LH.5. The square map satisfies 
(z@(a) = uc2)f and 
(u + 742) AZ u(2) + 79 + [u, 211, 
and these equations characterize it among mappings from L, into L, 83 K, for 
any extension field K of F2. For if the map u --f u* satisfies the same 
conditions, the map u -+ uc2) - * u’ is a &homomorphism, and by Schur’s 
Lemma is either an isomorphism or the zero map. No subspace of L, @ K 
is &isomorphic to L, , though, for if it were [would have the same eigenvalues 
on the two spaces. The eigenvalues of 6 on L, @ K are however of the form 
h2’f2’ where 0 < i <j < n as we have seen above. By L.4 there do not’ 
exist such i and j for which X2*-+-2’ = h, that is 2’ + 2’ = 1 (K). Thus u* = uc2) 
as required. 
so as [u(2), u] ==OforalluEL1, taking u = C u’ we have 
isj ; lZ”i 9% 7 %I = O* 
As eigenspaces corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are independent we may 
pick out the sum of terms corresponding to the eigenvalue X2’i2’ and see it 
must be zero. 
Thus 
[Ui 3 Uj-1 y Uj-J + [Uj , IQ-1 9 Ui-11 = 0. 
Since, by the above, one of these is zero, they both are. Thus L, = 0, in 
contradiction to our assumption, and the theorem is proved. 
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Our next theorem was originally extended from LH.4 and 7 by David 
Goldschmidt [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be an Abelian, normal &subgroup of S and C/X a 
chizf &factor of S. If X = Q(C), but [C, CJ < X2, then C is Abelian. 
Proof. The &composition factors of C in X are all &isomorphic under 
a power mapping, and so are those in C/C’, since C/@(C) is &irreducible. 
Under the hypotheses of this theorem these sets overlap, so all the &corn- 
position factors of C are .$-isomorphic. In particular, if C is not Abelian, 
then L, is &isomorphic to L, , where these are defined as in Theorem 1. Our 
usual eigenvalue argument then gives a contradiction since this implies that 
there exist i and j such that 0 < i < j < n and h2’+*’ = h in contradiction 
to L.4.(2). 
THEOREM 3 (LH.9). If X is a maximal normal abelian &subgroup of S, 
then X has exponent at most 4, and contains Q(S). 
We can prove this as in the proof of LH.9 as L.3 and Theorems 1 and 2 
provide the corresponding properties for our &subgroups to those derived by 
Higman for his &subgroups in LH.3, 8, and 7 and used to prove LH.9. 
6. COMPUTATIONS 
The S.I.groups may now be computed by determining the A-subgroups 
of an S.I.group with ascending A-length, where the A-length is the length 
of an A-composition series, by methods closely analogous to those in Section 6 
of PI- 
First we prove a simplifying lemma, which also eases the argument in [6]. 
It was suggested by Professor Thompson. 
LEMMA 7. A special s.I.group S with centre of order q, has order either q2 
01 43. 
Proof. Let A be a group of automorphisms of S, of odd order, permuting 
the involutions of S transitively. 
We see that 1 S ] = q+ for some r > 1, for if M = 4(S) = Z(S) and 
x E M - {I}, then, if there are s elements y in S such that y2 = x, s is 
independent of the choice of x as A is transitive on M - (1). But every 
element of S - M has order 4, and so is the square root of an involution 
since all the involutions lie in M. Thus 1 S 1 = s(q - 1) + q, so 
q - 1 1 1 S 1 - 1. It follows that ] S 1 = q’ for some 7 > 1. 
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Let X be a hyperplane of 142, and let M = NA(X), then since N is of odd 
order, $2 = X x Y, where Y is also N-invariant. Then Y has rank one, 
so Y -_- ( JJ) and y is centralised by N. Thus NC C,(y). As A is transitive 
on M - (11, 1 A : C,(y)1 = q - 1, so q - 1 1 A : IV I. As M has q - 1 
hyperplanes it follows that A permutes the hyperplanes transitively. 
By the Schur-Frobenius Theorem [3], the number of elements x of a 
finite group such that 9 = 1 equals C l ,x(l) summed over the irreducible 
complex characters x of the group, where Ed is 1 if x is the real character of a 
real representation, - 1 if x is the real character of a complex representation, 
and 0 if x is a complex character. WC have Ed = 1 for the qf-l 
linear characters of S. If x is any irreducible complex character of S we have 
Z(S)/(Z(S) n Kernel(x)) is cyclic. Hence Z(S) A Kernel(x) is a hyperplane 
of Z(S) = M, so as A permutes the hyperplanes transitively, the contribution 
of the nonlinear characters will equal (q - 1) C l ,x(l ), where x ranges over 
the nonlinear, irreducible characters of S/H, where H is a hyperplane of M. 
Let T :- .- S/H, then @p(T) has order 2. Such groups were classified by Otto 
Schreier in [8], showing that either T = E x F, where E is an elementary 
Abelian 2-group, and F is extra special, or T = E x Z4 c F, where 0 denotes 
the central product. In the latter case the contribution from T is zero, so 
qr-l _- q implying Y =: 2. In the former case let E have order 2” and F have 
order 22a+1. F has a single nonlinear, irreducible character, which has degree 
2a, so T has 2” nonlinear irreducible characters and each has degree 2” and 
the same E. If F N oQa-l o D, where cGr denotes the central product of Y 
copies of G, and Q and D denote the quaternion and dihedral groups of 
order 8, respectively, then these have E = 1; if F N OS”, they have E = -1. 
The former case gives q = q’-1 + (q - 1) 2=‘” which is impossible, while 
the latter gives q = qr-l - (q - 1) 2~+“. Thus as qr-l = 22a’-e, 
q = 2”+72a - q + 1). 
By parity, q = 2” and e = 0. It follows that Y - 1 :y 2, so Y = 3 and the 
lemma is proved. 
We thus see that a non-Abelian A-subgroup of a S.I.group S of A-length 2 
is clearly special and so of order q2 or 4” where q 7-z I Q,S I. We compute 
such groups in terms of ascending t-length. As 6 has order k when restricted 
to Q*(S), and acts l/2-transitively on Q,(S) - {l}, we see that if B is an 
A-subgroup of S such that B is special, then the lengths of the orbits of 4 on 
(B/Z(B)) - (1) are multiples of K. In particular any (-subspace of B/Z(B), 
regarded as a vector space over F, , has dimension at least n, where q = 2”, 
so any &subgroup of B of &length 2 has order at least q*. Thus if I B / = q2, 
B has t-length 2, and if I B I = 8 either B has &length 2 or B has &length 
3 and B = XY where X n Y = Z(B), X and Y have order q* and &length 2. 
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LEMMA 8. A non-Abelian &subgroup of a S.I.group of &length 2 is 
isomorphic to some A(n, G). 
Proof. Let G be the subgroup. We can calculate the structure of G by 
the method of LH.11. 
As we have seen we have 1 G 1 = q2 or qs. Let L = G/G2, and X be an 
eigenvalue of f IL . Then as in the proof of Theorem 1 we have 1 L j = f F&j/, 
so j F,(h)/ = 4 or q2. But F&&l\) must be an extension of the feld -Fp of odd 
degree as in LH.1 I, so / G j = q2 and j F,(h)j = 9. The remainder of the 
proof of LH.11 now follows through easily. Using the notation of Higman 
we have proved that m = n and the necessary congruences of paragraph two 
of LH.11 follow applying L.5. 
LEMMA 9. A non-Abe&an &subgroup of a S.I.goup of f-length 3 is 
isomorphic to some B(n, p, p), C(n, 8) or D(n, 9, 8). 
Proof. H&man’s proof of LH.12 can be carried through under our more 
general hypotheses almost without a hitch in this situation, using as usual 
L.4 and 5. Two points need noting, however. 
(I) In the analysis of the C(n, C) case we must consider the congruence 
1 -{- 2*-I( 1 $- 27 = 2#(l -t- 2’) (k). The arguments of L.4 show that 
2” + 2” + 2” F 2d + 2” (k) has only the solution a = b = d - 1, c = e (h) 
except when n = 6 and K = 21. In this exceptional case we must have 
F2(X) = F*(P2’) = Fs4 where h is a primitive 21st root of unity. We see 
that the only exceptional solution is r -2 2, s = 4, t = 2 yielding the group 
of triples (cz, /3, y) of elements of Fa4 with multiplication defined by 
where E is a fixed element of FG, . Then (LY, & 7)” = 1 if and only if 
C@ + EcP/~~ f p2 = 0. Thus there exist noncentral involutions if and only 
if there exist nonzeo a and /3 in F6, such that E = (~8 + ~2)~~16~~. We 
consider this function of OL and /3 and show that as they vary over the nonzero 
elements of the field, it runs over every eIement of the field, thus this group 
has noncentral involutions for all possible E, so is never an S.I.group. Let 
S = @p”, then as OL and fi run over the nonzero eIements of Fe4 so does 6, 
and the above function becomes (0121 + S)/Ss, but cP is a third root of unity, 
so replacing 6 by WS the function becomes W( 1 + S)/S2, where 6 runs through 
the nomero elements of FM and w runs over the cube roots of unity in F,, . 
TJsing the addition table for Fe1 given on p. 48 of [l], we easily check that this 
takes every value in Fe4 , eliminating this group as required. 
(II) In the D(n, 9, S) case we must examine the congruence 
271 + 2s) + 2j(l + 2’) = (1 + 231 + 29 (& 
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We may assume that 0 < r, s < n/2 as A(n, G) is isomorphic to A(n, 0-l). 
Then our counting argument shows that for there to be any solutions in 
which the two sides are not actually equal, we must have 2n/* < 3n, so 
n < 64. Consideration of binary expansions shows the only possibilities to 
be n = 6, 12, or 18. Our restriction that 0 < r, s < n/2 forces Y = s for 
n = 6 against the hypotheses of the D-case. The list of possible Y’S and s’s 
can be checked through by direct calculation in the other two cases and are 
seen to introduce no further solutions to the congruence. 
LEMMA 10. There are no .$ubg~oups of an S.I.group of &length greater 
than 3. 
The proof of LH.13 carries over directly to this case, using L.4 and 5, 
and Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY. S.I.groups of A-length 3 are isomorphic to some B(n, 0, E), 
C(n, E), or D(n, 0, E), and there are no S.I.groups of A-length greater than 3. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemmas 8, 9, and 10 by computing 
the A-subgroups by ascending t-length. 
The proof of the main Theorem is now complete. 
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